I'm now running Debian | Hund

I installed Debian 11 on my computer the last weekend. I have come to the conclusion that I want to try something that's both super simple to use and maintain. Something that works more like a classic binary based operating system, and not like a meta based operating system that's designed to be a set of tools to help the user build their own operating system.

The reason I want something that's as close to zero maintenance as possible, is due to the fact that my time will be?to say the least?limited next year. Not that I'm complaining! The next phase of my life doesn't have room for me spending time tinkering with Gentoo as I used to.

More on what's going on later in another post, but you can probably guess what's up anyway.

Why Debian?

Debian has been around for a long time. It's actually one of the oldest Linux based operating systems. And with Debian, you know what you get; a mature, stable and reliable operating system that value libre software that respects your freedom.

The Debian project is moving slowly with very few to no surprises. If you want the ?latest and greatest? software, you should probably look elsewhere, but if you value stability and reability, then Debian is an excellent option for you.

I don't really care about the ?latest and greatest? software. The application stack that I use doesn't see many changes anyway. My window manager i3 is feature complete and doesn't see any new features anymore. My email client Mutt is 26 years old and I highly doubt that they'll come with any new shiny futures that I must have on a regular basis. And while I use
modern software like NeoVim, all the basic features is already there for me.

Debian is also supported by everyone and everything! If there's anyone that supports a Linux based operating system, you can be confident that Debian is the one. And while I was okay making my own packages for Gentoo, it's nice to be able to quickly install some package, as well as not having to care about the burden with maintaining them yourself.

- Motrix ? SparkyLinux [3]

Motrix is a full-featured download manager that supports downloading HTTP, FTP, BitTorrent, Magnet, etc. Motrix has a clean and easy to use interface.

- Firefox will be in the next release of EasyOS [4]

I am problem-solving some issues with firefox. The sandbox causes a problem when firefox is run in a container.
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